



































































































































Howdo hyper elliptic surfaces arise luritortailly

ftp.zjwodruiyouvp kz.ws wER 3
this becomes awell definedupreesion

W J Ew ar Vp
we G

l lo Thisbecomeranintegral
outhepiemannsurfaceUp

W 0767 Whatdoes this mean

degP genusofvp Integrals
O sphere innersetrig2 O

3 I lotus elliptic4 1
56 Zz highergenna eyper.dlqite.ie

g7fTmtMwad

We willbookatltretoruscarein detail

beef






































































































































Hof I forms
Thefundamental difference between
doinganalysis in Q and on a theinann
surface R is that instead ofhaving one coordinate
we have multiple coordinate systems
In order to define an object in a

Riemann surface we need to truour

how to express it in coordinates

and

how the expressionchanges if
we change coordinates usingoverlap
functions

Think about our discussionof valence
or the propertyofbeing meromorphic
These properties do not change when
we change coordinates






































































































































In the case of integration there is
a change of variable formula
for the witegul which means we leave

to be a little more careful
In particular we introduce t forma
which give us a coordinate independent
wayoftalking about integration
The idea of a t form is to look at
the eupressroin for an integral
Shade and assign an independent
existence to the expression's fade
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0 0

fjGcwDddzffqdu
Pushforwardthe path
pull back theintegrand
with an extra factordata

We want an integrand that makes
sense in a coordinate independent way

ffendty want to givewidependent
meaning to this afternoon






































































































































What is the role of the fade in path
integration

ff EEi fafcscss.xcsdsq.fiKs
µ this is a recipe

complexvalued for assigning a

1 four complex rumberto
a tangentvector

Ics flood OCD
I viewed area1 To
complexviewed

complexasaturgut multiplicationvector
complex linear

Roleof dz is to convert a tugartaeolot
into a complex number

In termsof real words 8 44

DX 8 x

dy 8ydZC8
it 24 dytidy t

for dz dx tidy
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Definition A complex valued 1 form
Canyon en is a function that assigns
a complex number to a creator
and is complex linear antthe set of
vectors based at p

Incl we can write it as fc dz where
C is a couple valued function
Howdotheytransform
If is a map and O is a 1form then
we define 407 Vp E Dolph so

I forma pull back
In coordinates Any t gas du

a

gelda E get du DolEDSHH Hz E

ol Cgca du gColeyqq.dz
994 zdHE

Evaluate gagdu at the einagepoint a FED






































































































































One form builds in thefactor Hdz btat

appears in the changeof variables

immhe for the pathintegral

Path integralsof l forma are defined
in a coordinate independentway

i form
feetdz we can

definea path






































































































































Interpret a ca as a tangent a tangentoector

bused at the point xD Theexpression
de takes a tangent vector and returns

a complex number flies 8G where 8 is

the complex coordinate of the water x

Can think of 8D as a geometric object
or a complex number

Is a function which takes the geometric
vector and returns the complex number

In a Reimannsurface we can think
of a geometric wealth as something which

onlygets assigned to a umber one

a chart has been chosen

If we think of thisfunction an tangent






































































































































creators based at a particular point it
is complex linear since it is grim by couples
mult

Example A complex valued t form
in Q2 Say we use 7W for our coordinate

functions d Czw etwe I
Write vectors as column vectors then

dZEw

IdwEu w




